PANCAKE GRIDDLE
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763-424-6155
www.BroadwayPartyRental.com

OPERATION

1. Turn burner control valve/knob in the lock off position. Remove griddle plate. Attach a 14.1 oz disposable propane cylinder to
regulator by sliding upward into regulator inlet.
2. Carefully engage threads by pushing cylinder straight up and tighten. Do not use tools of any kind. It may be easier to start the
threads on propane cylinder with unit tipped upright.
3. Rotate control knob to off position, depress and turn to high position. Light all four corners of burner and let griddle plate heat up
for 7-10 minutes before cooking then adjust temperature.

TURN OFF: Rotate control knob to off position. Allow it to spring upward, rotate to lock off position. Be sure to turn off before
replacing empty propane cylinder.

OUTDOOR CONDITIONS: The griddle must be protected from brisk winds. If sheltered area is not available, use temporary
wind screens. Periodically, while cooking, check burner flames. If flames are not visible on all four corners of burner, shut off unit,
wait a few minutes for gas to dissipate and relight. A frost accumulation on propane cylinder is normal and does not indicate a
malfunction.

FOR BEST RESULTS: Use a good brand of non-stick cooking spray (such as Pam) on griddle surface before starting to cook.
Pour excess grease from foods such as bacon or sausage into a suitable container by carefully lifting griddle plate off unit and tilting to
drain from one of the corners.

Please return clean to avoid a $10 cleaning charge
CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS: Clean griddle to avoid cleaning charges. Allow griddle to cool first. Clean by scouring with
plastic or steel wool scouring pads. Do not immerse the burner, base, or regulator in water.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:
1. Use caution handling and using propane. Gas allowed to escape can result in a fire or explosion. Be sure to turn off before
replacing an empty propane cylinder.
2. Do not permit unit to be operated without adult supervision or leave unattended.
3. Remove propane cylinder whenever unit is moved or not being used. Store and dispose propane cylinders in correct receptacle.
4. The griddle burner is designed to burn with a mostly blue flame approximately ½” to 1” high. If it doesn’t burn as described, shut
off gas valve, remove cylinder. Call and return to Broadway Party & Tent Rental.
5. Do not allow a thick coating of grease or cooking oil to accumulate on griddle plate. Hot, excess grease should be drained into
suitable container.
6. Do not operate griddle in a confined space without adequate ventilation.

“We Rent Celebrations!”
IF EQUIPMENT IS WORKING INCORRECTLY,
CONTACT BROADWAY PARTY & TENT RENTAL AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

